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This paper aims to investigate theoretically the electric fields and the 

surface irregularity factors for stranded conductors in pressurized air and 

SF6 in co-axial cylinder configurations. The surface irregularity factor is 

defined as the ratio of the corona onset voltage of a stranded conductor to 

that of a smooth cylindrical conductor of the same outer diameter. This 

calls for the assessment of the electric field in the vicinity of the stressed 

conductor and the corona onset voltage. The investigated gap is a three 

dimensional field problem. To solve this problem, charge simulation 

technique (CST) is used, where the simulation charges for stressed and 

grounded conductors are helical of infinite length. The method of corona 

onset voltage calculation is based on the criterion developed for the 

formation of repetitive negative corona Trichel pulses. The effects of 

varying conductor radius, gas pressure, stranding ratio on the 

irregularity factor values are investigated. The calculated values of 

irregularity factor in air agree well with those calculated and measured 

before.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For the transmission of high power over long distances, gas-insulated transmission 

lines (GITL) in addition to cables are suitable alternatives to overhead lines in heavily 

populated areas. Gas-insulated transmission lines (GITL) are used since more than     

30 years for linking power plants to the transmission network as well as for links 

within gas-insulated substations (GIS) [1]. Alternating current (ac) SF6 GITL of ratings 

up to 800 kV, 8 kA, 4GVA and 100 km are in service for high-power and long distance 

transmission [1, 2]. Direct current (dc) transmission serves a dual purpose, that is: 

interconnection of systems especially those operated at different frequencies, and for 

long-distance bulk energy transfer. DC GIS of rating 500 kV has been developed [3].  

Practical transmission lines are normally of stranded construction and often 

contain surface irregularities. Stranded conductors are composed of 7, 19, 37,…etc 

strands in continuing fixed increments and the external layer twists around interior 

layers in helical form. Conductors are stranded mainly to increase their flexibility with 

a subsequent increase of the mechanical strength. Stranding distorts the electric field in 

the immediate vicinity of the conductor and reduces the surface irregularity factor, m 

[4, 5]. The influence of stranding was characterized by introducing a surface 

irregularity factor m [6 - 8]. The value of m equals unity for a perfectly smooth 

conductor, and is less than 1 for stranded conductors.  
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This paper aims to investigate theoretically the electric fields and the surface 

irregularity factors for stranded conductors in pressurized air and SF6 in co-axial 

cylinder configurations. This calls for the assessment of the electric field in the vicinity 

of the stressed conductor and the corona onset voltage. The investigated gap is a three 

dimensional field problem. The accurate CST is used for field calculation in the 

vicinity of the stressed conductors. The simulating charges for both the stressed 

conductor and the grounded cylinder take the helical form. The onset voltage 

calculation is based on the criterion developed for the formation of repetitive negative 

corona Trichel pulses.  The effects of varying the conductor radius, gas pressure and 

stranding ratio on the irregularity factors are investigated. The calculated values of 

irregularity factors in air agree satisfactorily with those values obtained before 

theoretically [5] and experimentally [8].  

 

 2. TWISTING OF EXTERNAL LAYER OF STRANDED 
CONDUCTOR 

The outer layer of stranded conductors twists around the inner layers in a helical form. 

The locus of a point which moves in a uniform motion along a generatrix around 

circular conductor is called a helix [9]. The length of one complete revolution of this 

point around the conductor axis is called a pitch and it is repeated along the helix. 

Practically, the pitch length (Lp) equals the pitch factor (PF) times the overall diameter 

(2R) of the conductor [10] and PF for 7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors equals 16-18, 

14-16 and 12-14, respectively [10]. Hence, Lp = 2R  PF, where, PF is chosen to be 

17, 15 and 13 for 7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors, respectively. The location of this 

point is related to pitch length (Lp) and the conductor radius (R). 

 

3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

3.1. Electric Field Calculation around Stranded Conductor 

The analysis is based on CST in which the distributed charges on the surface of the 

stressed conductor are replaced by a set of fictitious simulation charges arranged inside 

the external layer of stranded conductors. The number of charges is 3 times the number 

of strands no of the outer layer. Also, the distributed charge on the surface of the outer 

(grounded) cylinder is simulated by another set of ng helical charges uniformly 

distributed around it. Each helical charge is divided into infinite number of pitches 

where each pitch is subdivided into n finite line charges as shown in figure 1. The 

coordinates of simulating finite line charges and the coordinates of boundary points are 

chosen as described before [4], figure 2. Satisfaction of the Dirichlet boundary 

condition results in a set of equations whose simultaneous solution determines the 

unknown simulation charges [4]. With the knowledge of simulation, charges, the 

electric field can be calculated at conductor surface and its near vicinity as explained in 

appendix A. 
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3.2. Surface Irregularity Factor Calculation 

To calculate the surface irregularity factor, m, the onset voltage of corona is first 

calculated for stranded and smooth cylindrical conductors. The method of corona onset 

calculation is explained clearly before [4, 11]. Onset voltage calculations are obtained 

by using the available physical parameters of air and SF6 [12].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Division of the helical charge, qh, into infinite number of pitches (- ,…, -k 

,…,-1,0,1,…k,…, ) and division of that charge in each pitch into n finite line charges. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The location of helical charges and boundary points loci in cross section of 7 

stranded conductor placed at the center of an outer (grounded) cylinder. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To check the accuracy of the charge simulation, check points are selected over the 

conductor and outer cylinder circumferences. Each point lies midway between two 

successive boundary points on the same locus. The potential and the deviation angle of 

the field are assessed at the check points to check how well the boundary condition is 

satisfied. This check was made for stranded conductors' radii of 1 and 25 mm.   The 

accuracy remained the same for this investigated range as given for samples computed 

at outer cylinder radius Ro = 1m. 

The accuracy of a simulation depends strongly on the assumptions concerned 

with the choice of the number and coordinates of the simulation charges. In pitch-0, the 

number of the finite line charges was assumed to be N = n× (3no + ng). The best values 

of ng and n were found to be 6 and 40, respectively. Hence, N = 960, 1680 and 2400 for 

7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors, respectively.  The effective  number of pitches 

(1+2k) for these  stranded conductors was found to depend on the radius of the outer 

conductor Ro, wherever the best value of k was found to be integer of (80 Ro + 12), i. e. 

for Ro = 1 m, k will be 92 pitch. As a result the effective length achieving the 

simulation accuracy of the stranded conductor will be equal to [1+2×(80 Ro + 12)] 

×2R×PF. It depends on the radius of the outer and inner conductor radii and type of 

stranding.  

At the circumference of check points, the percentage errors of the potential and 

the electric field deviation angle in y-z plane are calculated. Figure 3 shows the 

percentage errors of the calculated potential for 7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors. The 

maximum per cent error does not exceed 0.1%. At the surface of the outer cylinder the 

per cent potential error does not exceed 1.5×10
-3

 %. Potential errors on the conductor 

surface of less than 0.1 % are considered reasonable for accurate field solution [13]. 

Over most of the stranded conductor surfaces, (except  narrow zones that lie near the 

contact points of the outer layer strands),  the electric field deviation angle does not 

exceed 3.2, 2.6  and 2.7 degrees for 7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors, respectively.  As 

given in [4], the field values near the contact points of the outer layer strands is very 

low around the conductor circumference, hence, the error in the field deviation angle in 

y-z plane near these points has no effect on the onset voltage of corona.  

Figure 4 gives the normalized electric field distributions near stressed stranded 

conductors with different values of no. It is defined as the ratio of the electric field of a 

stranded conductor to that of a smooth cylindrical conductor, (Epu). Two properties of 

these distributions should be noted. First, the maximum values of the normalized 

surface electric field for no = 6, 12 and 18 strands, equal 1.413, 1.438 and 1.45, 

respectively. For the same radius and gap length, similar values of (1.415, 1.430 and 

1.441) and (1.407, 1.436 and 1.445) were theoretically obtained before using CST [4] 

and conformal mapping [14], respectively.  These values indicate that the surface field 

is nearly independent of no and is in agreement with previous investigators [5, 15] who 

assigned 1.4 for the value of Epu at the conductor surface, i.e. independent of no. 

Second, the larger no, the smaller is the region over which the electric field deviates 

from that of a smooth conductor, that region approaches zero as no  . Hence, the 

corona onset voltage for no = 18 is greater than both onset voltage values for no = 6 and 

12 and approaches that of a smooth cylindrical conductor. This means that the surface 

irregularity factor m approaches unity as no  .  
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( a ) 

 
( b ) 

 
( c ) 

 

Figure 3: The variation of per cent potential errors at the check points around the 

circumferences of 7, 19 and 39 stranded conductors, respectively. 
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Figure 5 shows the calculated onset voltage against pressure for 37-stranded 

conductor having conductor radius R = 10 mm and extending along the axis of an outer 

cylinder of radius Ro = 0.1 m. The onset voltage values are calculated in SF6 at the 

practical range of GITL pressure. To insulate the gap by air instead of SF6, the 

corresponding air pressure is obtained at the same onset voltage of corona from figure 

5 and table 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Normalized electric field distribution for 7, 19 and 37 stranded conductors, 

R = 10 mm and Ro = 1 m. 

 

 
 

Figure 5:  Onset voltage of corona on 37- stranded conductor against pressure at          

R = 10 mm and Ro = 0.1 m in SF6 and air. 
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Table 1: The corresponding SF6 and air pressures at the same onset voltage of 

corona for 37 stranded conductor, R = 10 mm and Ro = 0.1 m. 
 

814 666 606 843 636 Onset voltage (kV) 

5 4 3 2 1 SF6  pressure (bar) 

64.62 66.60 3.48 6.44 2.63 Air   pressure (bar) 

 

Figure 6 shows the results for the surface irregularity factor m as a function of 

the stranding ratio ( = Rs / R ); this ratio equals 0.333, 0.2 and 0.143 for 7, 19 and 39 

stranded conductors, respectively. As given in [5], the outer cylinder radius Ro was set 

to large enough value that it did not influence the results (Ro = 1 m). A comparison was 

made between data generated in the present study and Stone's data obtained by careful 

laboratory experimentation using specially manufactured stranded conductor having 

stranding ratios of 0.1 to 0.25 and conductor radius of 9.5 mm to 22.25 mm. These data 

seem to be the most credible experimental data available [8].   The irregularity factor 

obtained approaches unity with decreasing stranding ratio and hence is consistent with 

Stone's experimental data and the calculations provided by Yamazaki, and Olsen [5].  

Further, the values are reasonably close to Stone's experimental data. In addition, the 

irregularity factor m increased slightly with a decrease of the stranded conductor radius 

R although this effect is smaller than that of the stranding ratio. That is because of its 

approach to the smooth conductor. It is also consistent with Stone's experimental data. 

Further, the values are reasonably close to the calculations provided by Yamazaki, and 

Olsen; with maximum difference of (2.6 %) due to the different onset voltage criteria.  

Yamazaki, and Olsen considered that corona is initiated at the critical avalanche size of 

0.35×10
4
. In the present work the method of calculation is based on the criterion 

developed for the formation of repetitive negative corona Trichel pulses;                  

(the avalanche size depends on the degree of nonuniformity, it varies from 0.30 ×10
4
 to 

80 ×10
4
).  

  

 
 

Figure 6: Surface irregularity factor m in air as a function of the stranding ratio Rs/R. 
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Figure 7 shows the results for the surface irregularity factor m for stranded 

conductors as a function of the conductor radius and the pressure of air and SF6. As it 

is expected, the calculated surface irregularity factor m decreases with increasing the 

conductor radius, the stranding ratio and the gas pressure. Also, the calculated values 

of this factor in SF6 is less than those calculated values in air as a result of severe 

reduction of SF6 dielectric strength in the presence of conductor surface roughness 

[16].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 7: Surface irregularity factor m in air and SF6 for 7, 19 and 37 stranded 

conductors at outer cylinder radius Ro = 1m as a function of the conductor radius R,    

at pressure = 1 bar  ( a ) and  the pressure (P) at conductor radius R = 1mm (b). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Electric field distribution in the vicinity of stranded conductors in a coaxial cylinder 

configuration is a three-dimensional field problem. The electric field is calculated 

using charge simulation technique, where, both of the stressed and the grounded 

conductors are simulated by two sets of helical charges.   

2. To achieve good accuracy, it was found that: the effective number of pitches 

depends on the outer conductor radius but it doesn't depend on the stressed 

conductor radius and type of stranding.  

3. The accuracy of simulation is satisfied; the potential and the field deviation angle 

errors don't exceed 0.1% and 3.2 degrees over the effective conductor surface, 

respectively. 

4. The maximum values of the surface electric field for stranded conductors divided by 

the maximum value of a smooth cylindrical conductor having the same radius are 

nearly independent of the number of strands no in the outer layer and equal 

approximately 1.4. This value agrees well with the values reported in the literature.  

5. The calculated surface irregularity factor m was in good agreement with 

experimental data and theoretical values obtained before. It varies with stranding 

ratio, conductor radius, gas pressure and kind of insulating gas. 
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Appendix A:  Potential and Electric field calculation [4,11] 

 

A1. Transformation of Co-ordinates 

The number of simulating finite line charges in each pitch equals N [ = n (3 no + ng)], 

however, only the unknown simulating charges are those in pitch-0 because the pitches 

are repeated. Each finite line charge will be assigned to a Cartesian co-ordinate system 

(x1,y1,z1). By transformation of co-ordinates, an arbitrary point Ai(x,y,z) is referred to 

these new coordinates. A coordinate transformation will be conducted for the complete 

arrangement of simulation line charges. 

 

A2. Potential Calculation  

The potential i at an arbitrary contour point Ai( x, y, z), due to the simulation 

line charges Qj, (Qj = qj,0, j = 1, 2, …, N), is calculated by the relation  
 

j = N

, 

j = 1

 =   i i j jP Q                                                                                                 ( A1) 
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where, Pi,j  is the summation of potential coefficients pi, j, k at the point Ai( x, y, z) due to 

all simulation line charges,  

 
  

,  , , 

k = - 

 = 
k

i j i j kP p
 



                                                                                                    ( A2) 

 

where, the potential coefficient pi,j,k is expressed as  

 

1 1j

, ,

1 1

( )  1

4 ( )  

j j

i j k

j j j

x
p ln

x



 

     
     

l

l
                                                                 (A3) 

where, 
j
is the length of  finite line charge,  

 

2 2 2

1 1 1 1( )j j j j jx y z    l      and     
2 2 2

1 1 1 1j j j jx y z     

 

Equating the applied voltage with the calculated potential at the selected boundary 

points results in a set of equations whose solution determine the unknown simulation 

charges.  

 

A3.  Electric Field Calculation  

The differentiation of potential i in the coordinate system (x1,y1,z1) is conducted 

separately. Thus the components of the electric field, (Ex1i,,j, Ey1i,,j and Ez1i,j), of charge 

Qj in the co-ordinate system (x1,y1,z1) are obtained. These components must be 

transformed back and added into the main co-ordinate system (x,y,z). Hence, for each 

finite line charge Qj at a contour point Ai(x, y, z), the field intensity components Exi,,j, 

Eyi,,j and Ezi,j are  

 

 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,cos cos sin sin cosx i j x i j j j y i j j z i j j jE E E E        

 

 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,cos sin cos sin siny i j x i j j j y i j j z i j j jE E E E        

 

 , 1 , 1 ,sin cosz i j x i j j z i j jE E E                                                                         (A4) 

 

where, the angles j and j are the inclination angles of a line charge on x-y and           

x–z planes, respectively. Then, the field intensity components Exi, Eyi, and Ezi at point     

Ai(x, y, z) due to all simulation line charges are obtained. Hence, the field intensity at 

that point is calculated by the relation 

 

2 2 2 =     i xi yi ziE E E E                                                                                        (A5)       
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المجدولةلموصلات لسطح الالمجالات ومعاملات تعرج   
التى تمتد على محور أسطوانة   

 

احسييت س سيي  محييت   يي ر  ثييلحبر   ييم اح  اييجت اح    حيي  ييي احكهرث تهيي ا احث يي  سيي   مييل  اح  ييلا فيي 
 ث يييمولت ح حثيييي   الأمييين او اح  اييي,   ,سييي  س شيييي  ثلميييسم ا  نريبييي  س شيييي, اح ييي ولت   إمييين او    حييي 

فيت هي ا احشةيرى فيت الأثايل  احشجشي  ت  كلويت وسي ي  س شيي, اح ي ولت   يبي  ح ر ي   ح  يل, احكهرثيت  مل  ا
  8.2 ت  % 0.1أم ومث  احمنأ فت  مل  اح ه   زا ي  إو راف اح  ل, محيت مينا اح  اي, حي  يساي   

 ي  أم  ي        60 ي     2اح    حي   ات  الأ نيلر   37 ,19 ,7 ر ي  محيت احسسيلثو    حي  حح  ايجت 
سبريثل  سميل    ا ياس ي  محيت مي   الأميج    ات وفس احبنر  مل  اح  ل, محت منا ه ا اح  اجت

 يم  ي ي  اح  يل, محيت مينا اح  اي, الأمين اوت الأ حيس    1.4 فت اح  ا, اح    , ) يميل   سبريثيل 
ل   ال يي,  مييأيضييل  ثيو ييل يمسحييف اح  ييل, احكهرثييت حهيي ا اح  اييجت ثييلحبر   ييم ميينا اح  ايي, ت  سيي  

 بلروسهيييل ثلحوسيييلعم اح ا حيييي   احووريييي  اح   وييي  ثللأث يييل    احسايييرل حح  ايييجت اح    حييي  اح از حييي  ثيييلحه ا  
 ال يي,   راميي  سييأشير سةيييير  نيير اح  ايي, محييت  ي يي سيي       اهييل إحييت  يي  كثييير تسنلثبيي   لمييلثب و يي رى اح

احسايييرل حح  ايييجت اح    حييي    اح از حييي  ثيييلحه ا  أ  يييلز ميييل س فح ريييي  احكثرييييت    ييي  أم هييي ا اح ال ييي, 
أيضييل سيي      ثزيييل ى احبنيير ك ييل أويي  يييومف  أكشيير فييت  لحيي  احاييز, ثةييلز مييل س فح رييي  احكثريييت  يييومف 

   يي  أم هيي ا اح ال يي,  ال يي, احساييرل احهيي ا    ييلز مييل س فح رييي  احكثريييت محييت   راميي  سأشيرزيييل ى ضييةن
 مييل   ووييرا لأم  ييلز مييل س فح رييي  احكثريييت  ييير  ر يي   فييي  ثيعيييل سيي     احةييلز يييومف  ثزيييل ى ضييةن
  .حضةن  لز مل س فح ري  احكثريتفت   ى مزح   ضةن احه ا  اح ولور
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